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II. THE IMPACT OF MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND 
CHANGES IN THE SHIPPING ENVIRONMENT ON PORT 

FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

Ports and shipping have been key factors in the ESCAP region's extraordinary 
economic growth and development. A port is not just a linkage between land and sea. It can 
accommodate industrial complexes, cities and warehouses in order to meet the growing 
demands of customers. In many countries, ports will in the long term play a key role in efforts 
to achieve harmony among cities, industrial complexes, logistics facilities and gateways to 
markets. 

This chapter will illustrate the breadth and importance of the environmental changes 
surrounding the developments of ports, which are under extraordinary pressure from:  

• Increasingly demanding port users; 
• Shifting user requirements for logistics services; and 
• Changing infrastructure needs and competitiveness in maritime transport services. 
 

A. Changing business practices: globalization in production and distribution 

Most experts expect the global business environment will undergo greater change over 
the next ten years than it did over the last one hundred. These changes will precipitate a 
radical shift in the business operations of global firms, especially with regard to the role of 
logistics. As global firms strive to attain a competitive advantage in the marketplace, new 
distribution systems will emerge. 

Trade liberalization and information technology are continually advancing, national 
borders are increasingly disappearing and barriers to global trade are falling. As a result, 
global manufacturing and marketing are becoming increasingly organized. To cope with this 
operational environment, global firms have been searching for new production and logistics 
architectures as a way of gaining the advantages that come with standardized global 
production. 

In developing a global operation strategy, however, a number of issues arise which 
may require careful consideration. First, since world markets are not homogeneous, there is 
still the need for local variation in many product categories. The growth of global brands and 
the growing convergence of customer preferences would enable standardized products to be 
marketed in similar fashion around the world. However, the reality of global operations is that 
there are significant local differences in customer preferences and product requirements. As 
such, though certain brands and preferences may be global, individual products may require 
varying levels of customization in order to meet specific country needs. 

Second, as there is a high level of uncertainty involved in coordinating a global 
operations strategy, the complexity of managing global supply chains may result in higher 
costs. With the trend towards globalization gaining speed, the complexity of the logistics task 
is increasing exponentially, influenced by such factors as the increasing range of products, 
shorter product life cycles, marketplace growth and the number of supply chains. 
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These facts present two inter-related challenges: providing local markets the variety 
they seek while still gaining the advantage of standardized global production, and managing 
the links in the global supply chain, from suppliers all the way through to the end-user. These 
challenges require careful consideration as to what degree of centralization is appropriate in 
terms of management, manufacturing and distribution, and how the needs of local markets 
can be met while achieving economies of scale through standardization. 

The advent of globalization has encouraged global companies to concentrate 
production into fewer locations. Likewise, the globalization of production and marketing 
through focused factories requires a new global logistics strategy. As a result, global firms 
have sought to implement their global logistics strategies in two ways: the use of centralized 
inventories and/or postponement of final assembly.  

Since the end of the 1980s, global firms have been steadily reducing their number of 
national warehouses, consolidating them into regional distribution centres that serve a much 
wider geographical area. The centralization of inventories marks the culmination of a 
succession of logistics strategies based on local distribution systems over the last decade. 
Experiences in Europe demonstrate that consolidating inventory into fewer locations can 
substantially reduce total inventory requirements, resulting in enhanced competitiveness. 
Indeed, the advantage of managing worldwide inventories on a centralized basis is widely 
recognized, though such centralized systems may lead to higher transport costs, since 
products inevitably must travel greater distances, and since increased speed of movement is 
necessary in ensuring short lead times for delivery to the customer.1 Thus, improving 
logistics performance requires an information system that can provide complete demand 
visibility from one end of the pipeline to the other in as close to real time as possible.  

Postponement, or delayed configuration, is another logistics strategy that can be 
effective in achieving the cost-reducing benefit of standardization while maximizing 
marketing effectiveness through localization. This strategy is based on the principle of 
designing products using common platforms, components or modules, yet handling final 
assembly or customization at the final market destination, where consumer requirements 
[preferences] are best known.2 To cater to local differences in customer requirements, high 
value-added and time-critical products are increasingly being brought to market using the 
postponed manufacturing method. The final assembly and customization of products takes 
place at distribution centres, close to the end user. In most cases, regional distribution centres 
are located near airport or seaports so that changing demands can be met with agility, 
reliability and flexibility.  

                                            
1 Thus, some companies are creating satellite distribution centres that maintain limited inventory in major or 
outlying markets. 
2 The postponement strategy offers several advantages. First, inventory can be held at a generic level so that 
there will be fewer stock-keeping variants and hence less total inventory. Second, because the inventory level is 
generic, its flexibility is greater, meaning that the same components, modules or platforms can be embodied in a 
variety of end products. Third, forecasting is easier at the generic level than at the level of the finished item. 
Finally, the ability to customize products locally means that a higher level of variety may be offered at lower 
total cost through “mass customization” (Christopher, 1998). 
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Box II.1.  Centralized distribution system of Polaroid 

In late 1980s, Polaroid decided to centralize its European inventories by buying 
more transportation and using fewer warehouses. Consequently, a large number of 
warehouses were closed. Cost saving from this reorganization resulted with estimated net 
annual savings of US$ 6.3 million after subtracting US$ 0.6 million per year for 
increased costs resulting from computer system maintenance and increased warehouse 
personnel at headquarters. The break-down of net cost savings was:  

• warehousing personnel US$ 2.5 million; 
• inventory carrying cost US$ 2.2 million; 
• warehouse rental cost US$ 1.0 million; 
• internal transportation between dealers and subsidiaries US$ 0.5 million; and 
• insurance premium US$ 0.1 million. 

Besides the savings that Polaroid could quantify, there were other gains that were not 
measured. Prior to centralizing inventory, 69 per cent of orders could not be filled at the 
location that received them. This required significant internal transportation among 
dealers and subsidiaries to reposition inventory. Polaroid also achieved freight-cost 
savings based on volume discounts for consolidated (truckload) shipments to centralized 
warehouses. 

Source:  ICF Consulting, Economic Effects of Transportation: The Freight Story, 2002.

B. Container ship developments and their impact on ports 

To reduce operating costs by achieving economies of scale, carriers have increased 
their vessel sizes, as shown in table II.1.  

Table II.1. Stages of container ship development 

Source: First 
generation 

Second 
generation 

Third 
generation 

Fourth 
generation 

Fifth 
generation 

Sixth 
generation 

Seventh 
generation 

Length (m) 190 210 210∼290 270∼300 290∼320 305∼310 355∼360 

Speed (knots) 16 23 23 24∼24.8 25 25 - 

Width (m) 27 27 32 37∼41 39.6∼47.2 38∼40 38∼40 

Draft (m) 9 10 11.5 13∼14 13∼14 13.5∼14 15 
Loading capacity 

(TEU) 1,000 2,000 3,000 above 4,000 above 4,900 above 6,000 above 8,000 

Deck capacity 1∼2 stacks 
2/8 

2/10 
3/12 
3/13 

3/ 14 
4/ 16 

6/ 16 6/ 16 - 

Underdeck capacity 
(high/row) 5∼6 stack 6/ 7 

6/ 8 
7/ 9 
9/ 10 

9/ 10 
9/ 12 - 10/ 13 - 

Period 1960s 1970s 1980s 1984s 1992s since 1996 since 2000 

Ship type modified ship Full Container Panamax Post- 
Panamax 

Post- 
Panamax 

ultra large  
ship 

ultra large  
ship 

Source: Korea Maritime Institute.
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The emergence of large-sized ships has two significant effects on international 
shipping, since ship size not only determines competitive power in the shipping industry, but 
also becomes a major criterion in determining the size of a port. Thus, the issue of ship size 
has important implications for both shipping and ports, and thus for international logistics as 
a whole. The average size of container ships had increased from 655 TEU in 1970 to 1,750 
TEU in 2000. Post-Panamax vessels now claim a 15.5 per cent share of the world fleet, 
versus just 0.001 per cent in 1990 (Drewry, 2001).  

Table II.2 shows the development of the post-Panamax containership fleet. The post-
Panamax container vessel with a capacity of 4,000 TEU first appeared in 1988, and the ultra-
size post-Panamax vessels over 6,000 TEU capacity came to service at the end of 1996. 7,200 
TEU vessels have been ordered and are scheduled for delivery in 2002. The average size of 
the post-Panamax vessels deployed in maritime services had increased from 4,340 TEU in 
1988 to 5,523 TEU in 2000, and will continue to increase to 5,752 TEU by 2003. Now the 
full 8,000 TEU container vessel is nearly here while the 12,000 TEU vessel, which is the 
maximum size that can pass the Suez Canal, may appear in a few years. Until recently, 8,000 
TEU was regarded as the maximum vessel size using just one engine. With new 
developments in engine design, including the adding of four cylinders to create 16 cylinder 
units, however, single engine vessels of up to 10,000 TEU can now be built. 

Table II.2. Development of the post-panamax container ship fleet 
(As of January 2001) 

 Fleet built per year Cumulative fleet 

Year Number 
of vessels 

Capacity 
(TEU) 

Average vessel 
size (TEU) 

Number of 
vessels 

Capacity 
(TEU) 

Average vessel 
size (TEU) 

1988 5 21,700 4,340 5 21,700 4,340
1991 1 4,427 4,427 6 26,127 4,355
1992 6 26,745 4,458 12 52,872 4,406
1994 3 13,335 4,445 15 66,207 4,414
1995 17 80,873 4,757 32 147,080 4,596
1996 21 116,239 5,535 53 263,319 4,968
1997 20 110,964 5,548 73 374,283 5,127
1998 17 104,777 6,163 90 479,060 5,323
1999 15 90,344 6,023 105 569,404 5,423
2000 32 187,212 5,850 137 756,616 5,523
    
   

On order 
 

2001 64 370,012 5,781 201 1,126,628 5,605
2002 49 296,035 6,042 250 1,422,663 5,691
2003 18 118,856 6,603 268 1,541,519 5,752

Source:  Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd.   
Note:  January 2001 Fleet and Orderbook. 
 

The demand for bigger vessels is logically clear when we compare the operating costs 
of 4,000 TEU Panamax vessels with those of 10,000 TEU mega-size post-Panamax vessels. 
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As shown in table II.3, while the volume of a 10,000 TEU vessel is 2.5 times greater than a 
4,000 TEU vessel, its total annual operating cost is only 57 per cent higher.3 This means that 
using a 10,000 TEU vessel can result in 37 per cent operating cost savings over a 4,000 TEU 
vessel. 

Table II.3. Operating costs of panamax and mega-size post-panamax ships 

Cost sector Panamax 
(4,000 TEU) 

Ultra-size post-panamax 
(10,000 TEU) 

Manning* 850 850 
Repair and maintenance 900 1,150 
Insurance 800 1,700 
Stores and lubes 250 350 
Administration 175 175 
Fuel** 4,284 7,269 
Port charges 2,000 3,000 
Total operating costs per annum 9,259 14,494 
Total costs per slip per annum 2,315 1,449 

Source:  Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd. 
Notes:  All costs are annualized and expressed in US$1,000, except for total costs per slip, which are actual 

gures. fi

                                           

 
*  Based on use of competitive international shipping register.  
**  Fuel consumption is based on an assumed 22.5 knot service speed, which results in Panamax ships 

consuming 120 tonnes per day (tpd) at sea and 4 tpd in port, and mega-size post-Panamax ships consuming 
180 tpd at sea and 6 tpd in port. Bunker prices are calculated at US$135 per tonne. 

 
The advent of larger container ships has made large ships the key issue in port 

development. The demand for bigger ports with greater reach for cranes has grown rapidly, 
thus creating significant impact on shipping and port requirement. Since the late 1980s, when 
the new trend of larger container ships became apparent, the number of ports with a 14 metre 
draft has been growing steadily. The need for automated stevedoring and increased demand 
for cargo handling in port areas are two reasons for this continuous increase in port size. 
Growth in ship width and container volume has forced ports to replace their cranes with 
bigger ones.  In addition, due to the growth in the number of containers to be handled per 
ship, dual hoist cranes are being used in an increasing number of major ports.  

The trend toward larger containerships also makes it more difficult to choose between 
hub port and feeder port strategies. This trend is driven by the continued growth in container 
shipping and increased deployment of mega-ships on major trade routes. The time-sensitive 
operating practices of such mega-ships mean that they require full loading capacity so that 
they can efficiently call at major hub ports with minimal dwelling time.   

However, increased port costs and heavier reliance on feeders could erode the 
operating cost savings because bigger vessels must spend more time at ports, but make fewer 
calls because of the draft constraints at many ports. For ports to successfully meet the 

 
3 The calculations are based on a basic trans-Pacific service that takes direct calls in South-East Asia, with six 
ships spending 30 days at sea an 12 days in port. Each ship completes 8.7 voyages per annum. 
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challenges stemming from bigger vessels, they must invest a great deal in the improvement of 
terminal facilities and landside intermodal access. In addition, to achieve more feeding to 
serve regional trades from a hub and also to bring in containers to fill mega vessels, vessels 
have to be spending more time and money at port and incurring more marketing costs. 
Furthermore, accommodating mega vessels means that some technical challenges will have to 
be met. For example, 15,000 TEU vessels would require special berths that would allow them 
to be worked from both sides. In addition, mega hubs need to increase their depths so as to be 
able to handle vessels drawing 16.5 metres. Ports without adequate depths will be seriously 
handicapped. Considering all the possible variables, the economies of scale may not always 
balance out the added expenses and inconveniences stemming from the deployment of mega 
vessels. Mega vessels will only work if multiple routes can be aggregated successfully into a 
single and seamless service structure, and good load factors can be maintained without 
recourse to higher levels of transshipment activity. 

C. Carrier alliances and their impact on ports 

Over the last few years we have seen changes in the service patterns of the liner 
shipping industry, changes that resulted from the introduction of larger vessels and carrier 
alliances. The average size of vessels employed in Asian container trade has increased from 
2,433 TEU in 1992 to 3,562 TEU in 1998. Hub port economics suggest that the use of larger 
vessels will promote load centreing by reallocating shipping services among existing 
mainline ports; concentrating more ship calls at the major hub ports and providing better 
services (e.g. faster transit times); and eliminating or reducing the number of calls at 
secondary ports where multiple liners formerly called.  

A growing proportion of these bigger vessels will be operated mainly as part of carrier 
alliances, and the alliances will serve to consolidate port operations. This situation is similar 
to that of the mid-1980s, when carriers first introduced 3rd generation container vessels in 
liner trades. The reality since then has been that such concentration of traffic never fully 
materialized, and that hub port economics lost its meaning for a while. There is, however, a 
crucial difference between then and now. Today, the force driving the concentration process is 
the carriers themselves, which have the ability to exert substantial influence over ports. This 
begs the question: Is there a future for hub port economics? 

A close look at developments in the Asian shipping system over the last several years 
reveals that the emergence of mammoth alliances, with 70-100 container vessels of different 
sizes at their disposal, has enabled the number of service routes in the Asian region to 
increase from 29 in 1992 to 35 in 1998, allowing wide coverage that reaches every corner of 
Asia (see table II.4). 

Carriers developed itineraries enabling them to take advantage of economies of ship 
size and fulfill frequency requirements of a trade, linking the main cargo concentrations 
within the route in question with direct calls, and without too many intervening ports. As a 
result, the average number of calling ports has decreased from 6.4 in 1992 to 5.5 in 1998, in 
trans-Pacific trade, and from 8.4 in 1992 to 6.3 in 1998, in Asia-Europe trade. As a 
consequence of the service reorganization, the maximum frequency of weekly sailings has 
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increased from 5 in 1992 to 9 in 1998, on trans-Pacific routes, and from 2 in 1992 to 6 in 
1998, on Asia-Europe routes.  

Table II.4. Service patterns by major carriers 

  Trans-Pacific Service Asia-Europe Service 
  1992 1996 1998 1992 1996 1998 
Number of service routes  29 33 35 15 19 23 
Average number of calling ports  6.4 5.9 5.5 8.4 6.7 6.3 
Maximum frequency in weekly 
sailings  5 7 9 2 4 6 

Number of direct calling ports  15 21 25 12 17 21 

Source:  Japan Shipping Gazette and Shipping and Trade News. 
Note:  Pendulum services and round-the-world services are not counted.  

The formation of alliances has enabled carriers to offer more direct all-water 
connections and shorter transit times for most principal trade areas. The expansion of service 
scope can be found in the increasing number of ports of direct calls. The number of direct 
port calls has increased from 15 in 1992 to 25 in 1998, in trans-Pacific trade, and from 12 in 
1992 to 21 in 1998, in Asia-Europe trade. This analysis shows that deep-sea container carriers 
still make extensive port coverage in their services, although their strategy makes use of 
economies of ship size and speed in their respective service routes by making fewer direct 
calls and reducing the use of multiport itineraries.  

In spite of the traffic concentration of long-haul, deep-sea container service in just a 
few ports served by large fast vessels, as hub port economics proposes, we can identify a 
simultaneous phenomenon in inter-continental services: the emergence of the pattern of direct 
calls at second-tier hub ports, which could lead existing major hub ports to play a somewhat 
less prominent role than expected in the previously mentioned super port scenario. With this 
dispersed tendency container liners’ strategies will rely more on the use of multiple, 
overlapping service strings and less on a hub-and-spoke system over the major regional 
transshipment nodes. The main inter-continental operation by carrier alliances will be a blend 
of services that call only at main hub ports with services that call at 2nd-tier hub ports as well.  

Even if we assume that the future network will be extended to cover the 2nd-tier hub 
ports because of multiple strings on both inter-continental and intra-Asian routes, traditional 
major hub ports will play strong roles in attracting transshipment cargos. 

The container liner industry will continue to become more concentrated through 
carrier alliances. For ports, this means fewer and larger vessels and fewer customers. There 
are many factors that determine port choices. The liners will call only at ports that offer 
marketing advantages, such as the fastest container movement, superior service and the most 
sophisticated information system. Since information has become as important as cargo 
delivery itself in today’s world of transport, sophisticated information systems will be 
essential in supporting the new shipping alliances and managing criss-crossing operations.  

Carrier alliances will promote more effective utilization of port facilities to the extent 
that terminal sharing occurs among partners, particularly if one of the partners does not lease 
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its own terminal. It could also lead to greater demand for larger terminals, especially if asset 
sharing spreads. Utilization of the overall transportation infrastructure of a port area will also 
improve when ship calls are more evenly scheduled throughout the week. 

The real potential for future cost savings lies in the landside of the shipping operation, 
the source of an estimated 75 per cent of carriers’ total costs. History has proved that 
investment in shipping operations has never produced enough profit to justify the costs, 
although greater market shares at sea may have been gained. Intense competition and the 
rapid diffusion of service and hardware innovation led to the under-utilization of assets and 
declining revenues. If economic conditions or growing competition continue to limit carriers’ 
cargo volumes, it will make economic sense to expand vessel sharing to include the sharing 
of other assets, such as container boxes, chassis, inland hubs, marine terminals, and 
information systems. Coordination in procurement will be considered as well. Given the 
competitiveness of the shipping industry, if any major alliances include alliances of all assets 
in the container transport chain, it would likely ignite a me-too rush into further 
rationalization.  

Since today’s giant carriers consider it important to gain control of terminals, close 
cooperation between carriers and terminal operators will lead to cost reductions as well as 
value-added services required by carriers. Some liners are trying to maximize their control 
over handling operations and costs by setting up their own terminal facilities. 

D. The development of information technology and its impact on ports 

Nowadays, time-based competition is intensifying. Any delays to the ship and its 
cargo are costly to everyone in the supply chain. The creative use of information technology 
(IT) will create a benefit comparable to that of containerization or the construction of the 
Suez and Panama canals. Information technology, especially Internet-based systems, is 
increasingly being employed in all transport services. As shippers become more attuned to 
sophisticated supply chain management, ports will be faced with both opportunities and 
threats.  

IT has transformed shipowners into valued-added logistics service providers. 
Electronic commerce will spur demand for shipping services by increasing trade volume in 
general. Shipbrokers and other intermediaries will have to adapt to such changes, by offering 
one-stop freight services, including arranging ocean carriages, port handling, storage, 
insurance and inland transportation. Shipowners and their suppliers also may soon use the 
Internet for innovative purposes such as bunker auctions, ship inspections using electronically 
transmitted data and Internet-based classification society records. 

Table II.5 provides a summary of the transaction capabilities of the websites of major 
shipping lines. While capabilities apparently differ considerably between carriers, basic 
information requirements are catered for by practically all websites. However, in the ESCAP 
region, the transaction capabilities offered by a number of websites, which are likely to 
become standard features in the near future, are still not accessible to many traders. This is 
mainly due to a multitude of factors such as limited information and telecommunication 
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infrastructure, limited level of e-commerce and Internet culture, and limited skill base for 
building e-commerce.  

The leading area for shipping-related information technology is in ports, particularly 
in terminal operating systems and intra-port communications. Among other things, data 
communication systems can handle customs filings, transmittal of manifests, and processing 
of bills of lading and other documents. The growing power and speed of information 
processing is reshaping the shipping and port industry. 

However, not all ports in the ESCAP region are moving toward this goal with the 
same speed. Many ports have been relatively slow to adopt IT as a platform for transacting 
business. In most ports on the ESCAP region, the port websites do not provide information on 
carrier scheduling, rail scheduling, link to shipping companies, links to truck companies, of 
links to rail companies. The only information available pertains to maritime transport. Such 
as port schedules which are static and information on tides, port development plans, port 
statistics, navigation charts, and promotional content. Among the websites in ports around the 
world, Singapore stands out as the most advanced and shipper friendly.4 It is an electronic 
gateway that not only supplies a broad range of useful information, but also presents users 
with a variety of e-commerce offerings. 

The application of e-commerce in ports could contribute to the efficiency of 
international trade. Ports are of crucial importance to many countries in the ESCAP region, as 
they constitute a critical node in the transport chain linking international transport services 
with local transport services. With the growing use of IT in cargo booking, tracking, 
clearance and delivery by major shipping lines, as well as in customs clearance, all ports are 
required to become efficient interfaces for shipping services in a world closely connected 
through logistics chains.  

The availability of common-user and robust e-commerce-based administrative and 
commercial services in the ports of the ESCAP region would allow them to connect to the IT 
networks of administrations, shipping lines and other transport operators. Of course, scalable 
systems with certain core functions are needed in order to cater to the different needs of a 
wide range of ports and terminals serving developing countries’ trade.5 UNCTAD 
programmes, such as the Advanced Cargo Information System (ACIS) and the Automated 
System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA), provide major elements of such port community 
systems (UNCTAD, 2001). 

 

 

 
4 The Singapore Maritime Portal (www.singaporemaritimeportal.com) comes closet to enabling users to conduct actual 
business transactions with one or more parties in Singapore transportation community. The site is owned and developed by 
the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, which was formed in 1996 by merging the National Maritime Board, the 
Maritime Department, and the regulatory departments of the Port of Singapore Authority. 
5 For a detailed discussion of the IT requirements of ports and terminals see UNCTAD, “Study on the use of 
information technology in small ports”’ UNCTAD/SDTE/TLB/1, Geneva, 2001. 
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Table II.5. Ocean carriers’ website transaction capabilities 

Carrier 
Container

/Cargo 
tracking 

Voyage/ 
Schedule 
locator 

Rate/ 
Tariff 
quote 

Booking Bill of 
lading 

Customs 
reports 

Maersk √ √ √ √ √  

Evergreen √ √ √ √ √  

P&O Nedlloyd √ √     

MSC       

APL √ √ √ √ √ √ 

COSCO √ √ √    

Zim √ √     

NYK √ √   √ √ 

CMA-CGM   √    

HMM √ √  √ √  

Yang Ming √ √ √  √  

OOCL √ √ √ √ √  

Hapag-Lloyd  √  √   

K-line √ √ √ √   

MOL √ √ √ √ √  

Hanjin √ √  √ √  

Source:  D. Wise and J. Brennan, “E-commerce: taking stock” Containerization International, November 2000.  
 

With more liberal trade arrangements between countries, world trade is expected to 
continue its rapid growth, making the world’s economies more and more interdependent. It is 
commonly recognized that ports play a critical role in their countries’ trade growth. Therefore, 
a number of ports have taken steps to improve the quality of their customs services, and to 
provide basic transport and communications infrastructure in order to reap the benefits of  e-
commerce. 

In most of ports in the ESCAP region, shippers and clients suffer from burdensome 
and time-consuming customs clearance procedures. As such, there is a need to place priority 
on reforming the various complex customs systems in the ports of the ESCAP region. 
Customs administrations are major bureaucracies where it is difficult to change operational 
and administrative procedures to improve services. Even a developed country like Japan has a 
restrictive customs law that says that the declaration and clearance process can be 
accomplished only after the cargo is moved to a bonded area. 

For these reasons, steps must be taken now to improve the efficiency of customs 
activities in the region. It would be desirable for governments in the ESCAP region to take 
the initiative to achieve Customs Harmonization. This would include simplifying, 
harmonizing, and automating the procedures and systems required in obtaining customs 
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clearance for cargo. There is a need to agree on the implementation of a standard, automated 
pre-arrival clearance system by which importers and customs brokers can submit cargo 
declarations and receive customs approval electronically.  

In addition to customs clearance, shipping companies and their agents must deal with 
onerous and inconsistent reporting and inspection procedures for notifying port, coast guard, 
immigration and health authorities and other government organizations regarding a ship's 
arrival/departure, cargo handling requirements and other vessel services needed. These are all 
formal requirements related to the ship's port activities. The vessel, crew and cargo manifest 
information collected by one organization is seldom shared with another organization within 
the same port, or even within the same organization's offices in other ports. This is a problem, 
since the reporting of redundant information is labour intensive, costly and inefficient.  

Information technology, especially Internet-based systems, can be used effectively to 
streamline and enhance supply chain processes, enhance cooperation between carriers and 
their customers by enabling instant communications, and eliminate many burdensome 
procedures and regulations. Most developed countries have already implemented a variety of 
strategies and policies to develop their information infrastructures. In many countries port 
information systems have been transformed into integrated logistics information systems 
through interconnected efforts with other logistics-related information systems. INTIS at the 
Port of Rotterdam, ADEMAR+ at the Port of Le Havre, DAKOSY at the Port of Hamburg, 
SEAGH at the Port of Antwerp, and FCP80 at the Port of Felixstowe, are good examples of 
IT that facilitates electronic submissions and clearance of shipping information.  

However, the most advanced IT of its kind may be the PORTNET at the Port of 
Singapore. The PORTNET, which was developed in 1984 and then refined and improved 
upon over many years, is the world’s first and still-only nationwide e-commerce network that 
has the participation of the entire shipping and port community in Singapore.6 The PORTNET 
system facilitates end-to-end information workflow and creates value for port users in many 
areas, including the on-line booking of resources, e-fulfillment of port services, facilitation of 
billing services, customs clearance and linkage to government agencies.  

E.  Financing of port and logistics infrastructure 

The rate of growth in container traffic generally outpaces the rate of trade growth, 
which, in turn, generally surpasses the rate of economic growth. With countries in the ESCAP 
region expected to experience continuous growth in container shipping volumes, the outlook 
is very bright for this region’s container cargo market and competitive maritime services. 
However, this expected higher level of demand will place a great deal of stress on the region's 
port and logistics infrastructure.  

To handle the growing volume of containers, the ports must make massive and 
sustained capital investments. Taking all possible variables into account, it is estimated that, 
based on current trends, the ESCAP region will need almost 400 additional container berths 

 
6 Today, Portnet-On-Windows (the Internet version of PORTNET) provides accurate and timely information to 
all users of Singapore port.  
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by 2011. Thus, constructing and equipping a container berth would require new capital 
investments of approximately US$27 billion (ESCAP, 2001).  

In addition, particular consideration should be given to the additional investments 
required to replace existing old and deteriorating infrastructure in many of this region’s ports. 
The physical conditions of existing port facilities are several decades old and will be unable 
to meet the minimum standard that will be required of port services in the future. Furthermore, 
the life cycle of most existing port facilities will come to an end, thus compounding the 
burden of cargo handling and traffic movement. Consequently, the future will require not 
only investment in new port facilities, but also in replacing older ones. Furthermore, 
considering the huge demand for financial resources for the developments in Chinese port 
sector, fierce competition will arise for financial resources with those of other countries. 
These facts will certainly have a great effect on capabilities in infrastructure financing in 
ESCAP region. 

These facts imply that ports and logistics facilities have to put more emphasis on 
better utilizing existing facilities as well as adding capacity.  

Successful privatization of the container handling business in port terminals has 
already occurred and will continue to grow in the region. This will bring greater operational 
efficiency, reduced labour costs and less bureaucracy through the invisible power of free 
enterprise.  

As table II.6 shows, the emergence of global terminal management companies, such 
as Hong Kong’s Hutchinson International Port Holdings, Singapore’s PSA, Rotterdam’s ECT, 
Britain’s P&O, and the United States’ Stevedoring Services of America (SSA), is changing 
the dynamics of the business. Such companies are setting the standard for countries around 
the world to consider in privatizing their national port structures. As investors, developers and 
operators, these independent, private stevedore and terminal companies from Asia, Europe 
and the United States now account for about 40 per cent of the world’s container handling 
with facilities in more than 80 ports around the world (Pisani, 2000). 

But efforts to expand transportation infrastructure will be severely limited by financial 
capacity constraints. First of all, careful planning and sound investment will also be needed to 
avoid over-capacity and unprofitable operations while assuring continuous growth. However, 
to overcome the chronic shortage of facilities, new approaches to financing infrastructure 
have to be adopted. The most significant may be the strengthening of private sector 
participation in the provision of transportation infrastructure. Already, the range of private 
sector participation in ports and logistics facilities is very wide, from straight-forward BOT 
(build-operate-transfer) to the extreme of complete privatization with no government 
involvement. In order to induce private capital for infrastructure development, countries in 
the region will have to provide more favorable institutional, regulatory and administrative 
environments.  

Since it is essential for ports and logistics centres to have easy access to inland 
transport and close inter-connection between them to perform their functions properly, strong 
assistance by the government will be necessary with regard to land, roads, railways, and 
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energy. Assistance at the Japanese ports to build ports and logistics centres (free access zones) 
may serve as a good guideline for the developing ports in the ESCAP region7. 

Table II.6. Current status of the world’s major port operators 

(Unit: Million TEU) 
Container 

throughput Remarks 
Ports/Terminals 

1997 1998  

PSA Co. 
Singapore (4), China (4), 
Indonesia (1), Italy (2), India (2) 
Yemen (1) 

15.5 17.0 Expansion of existing terminal 

HPH 
Hong Kong (3), China (9), U.K. 
(3), Myanmar (1), Indonesia (1), 
Bahamas (1), Panama (2)  

13.8 15.0 Expansion (Hong Kong/China/ 
Indonesia/Bahamas/Panama) 

SSA 
USA (11), Thailand (1), 
Panama/Mexico (1) 

4.0 8.0 Expansion and development (USA/Darkar/ 
Chittagong) 

P&O Ports 

Australia (4), U.K. (2), Italy (3), 
India (1), Philippines (3), Sri 
Lanka (1), Thailand (1), Pakistan 
(1), China (1), Mozambique (1), 
Argentina (1), Russia (1) 

4.5 4.5 
Expansion Development  
(Turkey, India/Sri Lanka) 

ECT Netherlands (2), Germany (1), 
Italy (2) 4.6 4.6 

Expansion  
(Netherlands/ Germany) 

Eurokai 
Germany (1), Italy (2),  
Portugal (1), Brazil (1) 

3.0 3.8 
Merge with BLG Expansion 
(Hamburg) 

BLG Germany (1) 1.5 1.5 Lithuania 
Marine T. USA (3) 1.2 1.3 Increase in Foreign investment 

Modern T. Hong Kong (4), China (1) 2.0 3.0 
Additional development  
(Hong kong/China) 

Contship Italy (5) 1.9 2.7  

HHLA Germany (1), Argentina (1) 2.5 2.5 
Additional development 
(Germany) 

Hessenatie Belgium (2) 1.9 1.9 Expansion 
ABP U.K. (8) 1.8 1.8 New development 

ICTSI 
Pakistan (2), Philippines (1), 
Argentina (2), Mexico (2),  
Saudi Arabia (1) 

1.7 1.8 
Expansion and development 
(Argentina/Mexico) 

Source: Korea Maritime Institute, July 1999.  

                                            
7 For details, see chapter IV. 
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